
Wordscapes

# Summary: An educational and relaxing experience. Perfect fun.

Sharpen your mind daily in this relaxing puzzle game. This simple yet addicting modern word

puzzle game is enjoyable and a delight to play. Relax and enjoy whether you’re looking to kill some

time or simply enjoy yourself playing a game and expanding your knowledge. This word anagram

solver is easy to understand and easy to pick up, it increases in difficulty and is endlessly fun to

play with over 6,000 different puzzles to solve. Over 10 million people have enjoyed this game to

date. This mix of fun and learning is entertaining and pleasant to play.

# Gameplay: Easy to understand, Easy to play, Easy to enjoy.

Create words by connecting letters with the swipe of your finger. Each level has a defined number

of words to find and the difficulty increases. Progress through the levels by finding the defined

number of words, and uncover as many hidden secret words as you can. 

As you progress, the words you’ll need to find will be longer and more complex. Easily play one

handed while enjoying relaxing zen music and peaceful backdrops. You’ll even get little positive

statements as you find words, making this overall just a great experience. 

Solve puzzles in a stimulating yet relaxing gameplay loop that you won’t want to put down. Your

progress will save to ensure you can play for short bursts or long periods of time.  #

Review/Conclusion: A great and genuine game designed to be fun.

Wordscapes really is the perfect distraction. With plenty of puzzles to solve, you won’t need to

worry about running out. The simple and addicting gameplay is easy to pick up and control. Not

only is this game a delight to play, but it increases your vocabulary each play. 

Relaxing music and beautiful backgrounds make this game a great escape any time, whether

you're commuting to work, relaxing on the couch or killing time waiting around. This is a great

example of a mobile game, easy and quick to play. Although there isn’t too much depth or story,

you can still find yourself sinking lots of time into this game. It’s rewarding yet feels productive.

Advantages / Disadvantages



Delightful to play, maybe a bit slow if you’re

looking for action.Wordscapes really is a great

concept. The design is perfect and the

gameplay is easy to enjoy with any amount of

time. 

The game is endlessly enjoyable and the

difficulty increase feels appropriate and

rewarding. There is just enough structure to

each level to make you feel like you're making

progress but enough levels to keep you

entertained. Each level also has secret words

hidden that you can find as well, adding some

fun and excitement into solving the different

anagrams. 

Wordscapes can feel a bit repetitive after a few

hours, and the difficulty does hit a point where

the words you’re finding are probably ones you

haven’t ever heard of before. 

There isn’t too much instruction, which can

make some parts of the game confusing, like

coins, which are earned through completion of

levels and used to buy hints when you’re stuck. 


